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ÄNJA

Änja's Look:
Velocity

Änja's outfit reflects a blend of sleek and futuristic 

elements. Wearing a flared dress crafted from a jet 

black, high gloss latex, the silhouette incorporates 

cooling air vents under the arm and across the back 

with open paneling enabling high impact movement 

and functionality. 

Elegant voluminous sleeves with pencil tuck cuff detail 

coupled with hidden slide slits enhances her look with 

performance and agility.



ÄNJA

Front Back



Principal Look - Velocity

Dress: Latex flared dress with velocity air vents 

in sleeve and open paneling on the back.

Front shirt button detail with voluminous 

sleeves and cuff pencil tuck detail.

Side slit for fast and agile movements.

Style: Anja001

Fabric: Latex

Colour: Jet Black

Änja

Principal Look - Velocity

Style: Anja001

Fabric: Latex

Colour: Jet Black

ÄNJA

High gloss latex dress with 
pencil tuck cuff detail

Open back panels and 
under arm air vents



HUNG



Hung's Look:

Botanical Dandy

Hung's unique style in COLONII is a backdrop of swirling 

botanical shapes and dandy influences. 

His tailored cropped bolero jacket is worn with fitted 

classic trousers in a camel colour fine wool cashmere. 

A natural cream coloured mohair knit bib featuring a 

short rolled collar and perforated dropped stitch pattern 

is worn underneath.

Hung expresses himself through his style and love of 

fashion. He completes his look with a hand painted silk 

apron skirt featuring a distinctive leather rosette print.

HUNG



HUNG
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Principal Look - Botanical Dandy

Style: Hung001

Fabric: Fine wool and cashmere, silk, mohair 

Colour: Cream, camel, burgundy

Jacket: Fine wool cashmere mix cropped bolero jacket with

fused collar and gold chains embellishment

Trousers: Fine wool cashmere mix tailored fitted trousers 

Apron: Silk hand painted aline wrap apron with AI 

leather rosette print.

Top: Mohair fine knit bib with rolled short collar and 

perforated stitch pattern. Cropped bolero suit jacket 
adorned with gold strewn chains

Hand painted silk apron with AI 
leather rosette print

HUNG

Fine knit mohair bib with 
perforated stitch detail
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GRACE

Grace's Look:

Ink & Bubblegum

Grace's cool look amplifies her streetwear codes. Her 

ensemble features a cropped hoodie top with an 

abstract monster motif print. 

The hoodie is embellished with intricate embroidery 

stitching. Grace wears wide-leg culottes with a 

hand-drawn check pattern, offering both a relaxed fit 

and a sense of adventure. Side-fasten acetate buckles 

add a functional element to her attire.



GRACE
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Principal Look -  Ink and Bubblegum

Style: Grace001

Fabric: Jersey cotton, cotton drill

Colour: Black, pink and white

Top: Cropped hoodie top featuring Colonii ‘slimegore’ 

monster motif print. Embellished with embroidery stitch 

applique ragged thread detail. 

Culottes: Freehand drawn check drill wide leg culottes 

with built in under shorts and side fasten acetate 

buckles. 

GRACE

Hoodie with AI monster print 
and stitch applique

Culottes with hand drawn AI check 
print and acetate side buckles 
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Thom's Look:

Bohemian Charm

Thom has a nonchalant sophistication. Classic tailored 

suits paired with his grandfather's college vintage 

rugby shirt makes him effortlessly handsome.

His single-breasted fitted jacket features contrasting 

piping and brass buttons. Ankle-grazing trousers are 

made in a matching crushed velvet rococo print 

jacquard. Thom’s charm and charisma is infectious.

THOM



THOM
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Principal Look - Bohemian charm

Style: Thom001

Fabric: Crushed velvet, heavy cotton

Colour: Deep blue, Multi stripe red and white

Blazer: Jacquard crushed velvet single breasted fitted jacket with 

contrasting red satin piping and brass button detail.

Trousers: Jacquard crushed velvet ankle grazing fitted

 tailored trousers.

Top: Cotton striped long sleeve vintage rugby shirt

THOM

Fitted single breasted tailored 
suit in crushed velvet jacquard

Vintage look college rugby 
shirt in heavy cotton
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Femi's Look:

Gothic Heirloom

Femi's style in COLONII draws inspiration from her 

brooding angst and obsession with the past. Her outfit 

is a balance between beautiful vintage hand me downs 

reworked into edgier youthful silhouettes. 

She wears a brushed angora multistripped sweater 

under a felted wool and lace patchwork gilet. Leather 

straps, heavy buckles and randomly stitched on silver 

rings remind us of Femi’s arcade antics. A family 

heirloom lace is layered over a laundered silk satin skirt.

FEMI
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Principal Look - Gothic Heirloom

Top: Striped brushed angora sweater

Gilet: Patchwork with lace, felted wool and angora collar with 

D ring appliques, leather straps and waist buckle fasten.

Skirt: Laundered silk satin and antique lace double tier skirt 

with D ring appliques and raw edging.

Accessories: Leather fingerless gloves with multi buckle detail.

Leather studded multi belts.

Style: Femi001

Fabric: Lace, silk satin, felted wool, angora, leather

Colour: Monochrome and Black

Fitted gilet jacket with patchwork
 panels, leather strapping, buckles and 

ring appliques 

Silk satin and vintage lace tiered skirt with ring 
appliques and frayed edging

FEMI

Brushed angora sweater
Leather glove accessories
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Leon's Look:

Silencio

Leon is nocturnal by nature and his attire embodies his free 

and artistic spirit. The focus of his outfit is a full-length, flared 

hooded raincoat embellished with hand-painted AI gradient 

colorisation and strapped latex cuffs. Leon wears matching 

skinny parachute trousers featuring the same gradient 

colorisation with utility pockets and fastens. His mesh fishnet 

vest in fine cotton keeps him cool as he moves from club to 

party.

LEON
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Principal Look -  Silencio

Style: Leon001

Fabric: Cotton and vinyl

Colour: Yellow and Amber

Coat: Full length, flared hooded raincoat 

with hand painted colourisation. Back air vent 

and self fabric tie 

and latex cuffs.

Trousers: Parachute skinny trousers with hand 

painted colourisation and latex cuffs.

Top: String mesh fishnet vest top.

Oversized hooded raincoat in 
sheer vinyl with hand 

painted AI gradient 
embellishment 

Mesh fishnet 
vest

LEON

Parachute Trousers in sheer 
vinyl with utility pockets

with hand painted AI 
gradient embellishment 



Änja's Look:

Velocity
Änja's outfit reflects a blend of sleek 

and futuristic elements. Wearing a 

flared dress crafted from a jet black, 

high gloss latex, the silhouette 

incorporates cooling air vents under 

the arm and across the back with open 

paneling enabling high impact 

movement and functionality. 

Elegant voluminous sleeves with 

pencil tuck cuff detail coupled with 

hidden slide slits enhances her look 

with performance and agility.

Thom's Look:

Bohemian Charm
Thom has a nonchalant sophistication. 

Classic tailored suits paired with his 

grandfather's college vintage rugby 

shirt makes him effortlessly 

handsome. His single-breasted fitted 

jacket features contrasting piping and 

brass buttons. Ankle-grazing trousers 

are made in a matching crushed velvet 

rococo print jacquard. Thom’s charm 

and charisma is infectious.

Hung's Look:

Botanical Dandy
Hung's unique style in COLONII is a 

backdrop of swirling botanical shapes 

and dandy influences. 

His tailored cropped bolero jacket is 

worn with fitted classic trousers in a 

camel colour fine wool cashmere. 

A natural cream coloured mohair knit 

bib featuring a short rolled collar and 

perforated dropped stitch pattern is 

worn underneath.

Hung expresses himself through his style 

and love of fashion. He completes his 

look with a hand painted silk apron skirt 

featuring a distinctive leather rosette 

print.

Grace's Look:

Ink & Bubblegum
Grace's cool look amplifies her girl 

gang attitude with streetwear codes. 

Her ensemble features a cropped 

hoodie top with an abstract monster 

motif print. The hoodie is embellished 

with intricate embroidery stitching. 

Grace wears wide-leg culottes with a 

hand-drawn check pattern, offering 

both a relaxed fit and a sense of 

adventure. Side-fasten acetate buckles 

add a functional element to her attire.

Femi's Look:

Gothic Heirloom
Femi's style in COLONII draws inspiration 

from her brooding angst and obsession 

with the past. Her outfit is a balance 

between beautiful vintage hand me downs 

reworked into edgier youthful silhouettes. 

She wears a brushed angora multistripped 

sweater under a felted wool and lace 

patchwork gilet. Leather straps, heavy 

buckles and randomly stitched on silver 

rings remind us of Femi’s arcade antics. A 

family heirloom lace is layered over a 

laundered silk satin skirt.

Leon's Look:

Silencio
Leon is nocturnal by nature and his 

attire embodies his free and artistic 

spirit. The focus of his outfit is a 

full-length, flared hooded raincoat 

embellished with hand-painted 

colorization and strapped latex cuffs. 

Leon wears matching skinny 

parachute trousers featuring the same 

gradient colorization with utility 

pockets and fastens. His mesh fishnet 

vest in fine cotton keeps him cool as he 

moves from club to club.
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